
WICSTAR handle controlled 
opening limiter

Completely concealed, stepless locking 
limiter for turn-only windows. Safeguarded 
stepless opening position up to 90° by 
simple, one-handed window handle 
actuation.

Comfort

Simple and fast 
attachement

Sash can 
be locked in 
any possition 



WICSTAR handle controlled
opening limiter

Bywww.wicona.com

Technology meets comfort

If ingenious technology not only functions 
reliably but also provides users with additional 
comfort, then it is WICSTAR, WICONA's 
precision hardware range.

Example? – The handle controlled opening 
limiter. Allows fresh air to flow in the twinkling of 
an eye without the risk of a gust of wind hitting 
the window sash.

Fully concealed and continuously lockable, the WICSTAR opening 
limiter can be easily controlled via the window handle (one-handed 
operation) and that can ensure a stepless opening position from 20° 
up to 90°.

The locking of the handle controlled opening limiter is achieved by 
friction. Additionally, the opening restrictor is equipped with an end 
stop at 90°, in order to prevent the sash from hitting the window 
rebate or to prevent damage on the hinges due to over twisting.

Typical WICONA: WICSTAR hardware technology works in secret. 
The handle controlled opening limiter is concealed, nothing disturbs 
the profile design of the window sash.

Two different scissor sizes allow you to fasten and secure sashes 
from 650 up to 1 700 mm sash width.

unhooked frame bracket

Features:
 One-handed operation via window handle
 stufenlos feststellbar ab ca. 20°
 Fully concealed
 Prevents autonomous movement of the sash 
 Maintenance free 
 All parts made from rust-resistant materials 
 Frame section screwable or clampable, sash part clampable  

(punching screws)
 Opening restrictor can be unhooked
 Can be used right and left
 Can be used top and bottom
 for inward- and outward opening turn-only window
 For visible and concealed hinges

Classifi cation key
according to DIN EN 13126-5:2015-01

Durability: 5
Mass: 200
Fire: 0
Safety in use: 3/3
Corrosion: 5
Application part: 5/6
Specifi cation (w x h mm): 1220 x 3020

Operation:

 Open the sash as usual via the turning handle
 Secure the sash in the desired position by turning

the handle downwards
 Release the secured sash by turning the handle

back to the opening position

Opening-position –
for individual opening width

Locking mechanism active –
sash locked
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Visualization with concealed handle.
Exclusively available from WICONA!

Tender text
www.wictip.com/WSOA

Opening-position – Locking mechanism active –
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